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THE USE OF CUTTING SCORES IN SELECTION PIbDCEDURES

by

D. B. Owen and Loretta Li
Southern Methodist University Bishap College

Dallas , Texas Dallas , Texas

1. INT~~Z)UCTION

In 1939 Taylor and Russe ll produced a set of tab les which gives the

proportion of successful students (say) who are selected by the use of a

single cutoff score, say , based on the overall SAT score. The tables were

built around the ass~~~tion that the variabl es measuring success and apti-

tude were jointly bivariate normally distrib uted. There were severa l

variations on this same general idea published by Jackson and Phillips

(1945) , Birnbai~~ (1950) , Brown and Gh.tselli (1953), and Stunkard and Hoyt

(1952) . A s~~~*ry showing the differences and co~~~ na1ity of these pro-

cedures is given in the National Bur eau of Standards Applied Mathematics

Series No. SO (1959) , pp. wv ii to xliv. In 1977, Thamas , Owen and Gunst

extend ed th. idea of the Taylor-R ussell tables to two cutoff scores, say ,

SAT-V and SAT-N, where there may be a minimum requirement for both verbal

and mathematical ability.

W• have surveyed ths educational and psychological literature of

recent vintag, and it appears that thor. is much acncsrn over choosing cut-

off scores, and the social and economic prcbl for psopi. who are not

s.1.c t.d. This is as it should be, but the concern has halted progr ess on

th. evaluation of cutoff scores and the mathematical techniques which

v~d~r1i• this ar ea. Zn this paper vs will first s1~~~.riz. by quotations
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what seems to be the prevalent thinkin g on these issues as published in

the psychological and educational literature and then we will describe some

new techniques whi ch have been developed in the engineering literature

which extend the Taylor-Russell cutoff score to the case where parameters

are unknown. In all of the previous literature cited above , the parameters

of the joint distributions were assumed known.

2. SUMMARY OF CURRENT LITER ATURE SEA~~H

We made a search of the literat ure to try to find what progress had

been made and what problems have occurred with the use of the Taylor-

Russell tables. The present concerns expressed in the psychological and

educational literature with using cutoff scores to select individuals for

college, for eaployment, etc. , seems best rapr.sented by the following

quotations .

- Lord and Novick (1968),p.276 , write: One must exercise cere -

in using these tables (Taylor-Ru ssell) because the sit-

uation they describe is highly artificial. The ass~-

tian of bivariate normality is certainly inaccurate in

most testing applications. The basic situation we have

described is highly artificial in another respect as well.

We have si~pposed that we have no valid information on the

applicants other than their test scores , and this is seldom

the case. For myP.~ple, in addition to knowing that a

student has been graduated from high school, we generally

know his class standing and perh aps have a record of prior

work experience . It therefore seems that we should use the

- - - - T I  _ _ _ _ _ _
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Taylor-Russell tables to afford perspective , primarily ,

rather than to supply precise values .”

Schrader in Payne (1967) , p. 214 , writes: “For general

institutional planning, this method (Taylor-Russell ) is

probably the most realistic, since it takes the charac-

teristics of the applicant group directly into account .

However , in view of the well-known disadvantages of

using a rigid cutting score in selection , tables prepared

in this form should be used mainly for exploratory work.”

Farr also in Payne (1967) p. 286, writes: “Hence, we

are making a slight improvement in the percent of

students who are successful at the loss of a consider-

able absolute number of such students .” “In si~~~ary ,

I would observe that smaller quality programs based on

strict selection among the applicants will not answer

the problems of educati on, as they will produce only

a slightly greater percentage of success among those

adeitted to the programs at a tremendous cost in

absolute numbers of teachers provided .” And also,

p.287 , “A second approach to evaluation is the comparison

of the average performanc. of similar students under dif-

ferent programs of instruction .”

I
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Hoffman (1960) , P. 116 , and others approached thi s problem

in the form of what he called “judgment ; this may take

the form of a recomsendation concerning treatment or

discharge , a decision that certain other data are

necessary before fina l judgment is made , or a classifi-

cation of the patient into a diagnostic category .”

His “judgment” is a function (linear or otherwise) of

all the available informations . No criterion is mentioned

as to how to make the decisions based on the value of the

judg ment.

Cronbac h and Gleser (1957) , p. 46, approached this problem

with the introduction of utility and payoff functions .

“Our thinking is most consistent with the plan which

assigns particular value s to “hits ” and “misses” , and

adjusts the cutting score to maximize expected utilit y. ”

Tiffin and McCor mick (1965) , p. 147 , write : “The point of

the above discussion is that the cr itical (hiring ) score

on a test must be varied with the tightness or looseness

of the labor market. The tighter the market , the lower the

critical score . The looser the market, the higher the

critica l score can be. ”

Cronba ch (1970) , p. 424 , writes : “The choice of cuttin g

score cann ot be mad. scientificall y , It is based on

personal , social , and economic values, combined with

practical considerations.”

Li 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Cronbach and Gleser (1957) , p. 76 , write : “The Brogden

linear relation or the Taylor -Russell function were

connected specifically to coarse screen ing , and have

been regarded as inapplicable to precise decisions or

prediction for an individual.” Further, p. 77, “When we may

regard all successful men as making equal contribution

to the Institution , the Taylor-Russell tab les are mor

appropriate for evaluating selective efficiency in fixed

trea~~ent than the linear function . Otherwise , the

Taylor-Russell results are best regarded as a rough

approximation to the linear relation .”

Anastasi (1968) , p. 133 , writes : “In setting a cutoff

score or a test, attention should be given to the

percentage of false rejects (or false positives ) as

well as to the percentages of successes and failures

within the selected group. In certain situations , the

cutoff point should be set sufficiently high to exclude

all but a few possible failures. This would be the case

when the job is of such a nature that a poorly qualified

worker could cause serious loss or damage . An example

would be a cc srcial airline pilot. Under other cir-

cumstances , it may be more important to adeit as many

qualified persons as possible, at the risk of including

more failures. In he latter case , the number of false
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rejects can be reduced by the choice of a lower cutoff

score . Other factors that normally determine the

position of the cutoff score include the available

per sonne l supply , the number of job openings , and the

urgency or speed with which the openings must be filled. ”

However , Parr (in Payne , (1967) ] considers that a selection pro cedure

is not very favorable in education or in employment selection because

of the sacrifice of rejecting a large proportion of applicant s, some

of which will be successful. With the help of the Equal Employment

Opportunity Comaission , this problem cannot be ignored. An alterna-

tive method is to use the procedure to classify individu als rather

than select theip. The performance of applicants under different

classifications is studied using regression analysis. In other words ,

the predict ed scores of the app licant is used to determine which

pr ogram is best for him.

There &re some cautio ns concerning the use of the Taylor -Russell

tables. In 1948, Max Smith listed the first one as the fact that

the tab les are obtained under th. assumption that the joint distri-

bution between the test scores and the criterion scores follows a

normal bivariate distribution. Any departure from that distribution ,

for instance, a triangular distribution which occurs frequently in

prediction of vocation , will not be appropriate to use the tables.

Another caution concerns the source of the corre lation coefficient

used with the ta ble.. The correlation coefficient with which one is

supposed to enter the table is the correlation coefficient among the

entire group of applicants. But very seldom will this be available .

It will be estimated from th. truncated group of those who were ac-

cepted and remained on the job for a certain period . This estimated

_ _  _ _
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correlation coefficient will be smaller than the correlation

coefficient for the entire group and hence Smith (1948) concludes

that we underestimate the increase in satisfactory employees

by using the Taylor-Russell tables.

However , Chissom and Lanier (1975) found a significant multiple

correlation for SAT-V scores , SAT—N scores , High School average , with
1

college CPA. They found a multiple R of 0.57 for the three pre dictor

variables with college CPA , with a P—value less than 0.01.

In addition Lord (1962) and (1963) considers the effect of errors

of measurement on cutting scores .

3. NEW DEVELOPMENTS (PARAMETERS ENC~~~)

We assume that we have a bivariate normal distr ibution with a per-

formance variable Y (say , college CPA) and a lower specification limit

on T , which we will designate L. The quantity L may be the minimum CPA

required for graduation. The proportion of the total population of GPA ’ $

(Vs) greater than L is designated y. We propose to screen on the cor-

related variable X (say , total SAT score) so that we raise the proportion

of Vs greate r than L to 6 , i .e. ,  in mathematical terms

P (Y > L} — y, and

PC’r ) Lj X ) - Z
8
o
~
} — 6 ,

where X and Y have a j oint bivari ate normal distribution with positive

correlation , p.

The mean and standard deviation of X are Mx &1~ ~x’ respectively ,

and K8 is a standardized nor mal deviat e corresponding to 1008% of a

standardized normal distribution in the lover tail of the normal

distribution .
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Table I gives some representative values of a table constructed to

meet this criterion . Further entries may be found in Owen , et al. (1975) .
L.

We have tabulated values of 8, i.e., the proportion of X ’ s to be included

in the screened population , in order to raise the proportions of Y’ s

which meet specification to 0.95 in this case. You see , We have to know

what proportion of Y is acceptable before screening and we have to

know the correlation.

For example , if we wanted to raise the prop ortion of graduating

students from 0.75 to 0.95 and the correlation p is 0.90 then we would

TABLE I

Tables of Values of B to Raise Proportion
Successful from y to 6 — 0.95

Correlation — p

____ 
0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.50

0.75 0.0035 0.0158 0.0429 0.0860 0.1429

0.80 0.0184 0.0531 0.1073 0.1759 0.2523

0.85 0.0880 0.1669 0.2561 0.3462 0.4318

0.90 0.3653 0.4746 0.5666 0.6425 0.7049

Correlation — p

0.70 0.80 0.90
0.75 0.2812 0.4282 0.5661 0.6882 0.7432

0.80 0.4086 0.5511 0.6715 0.7696 0.8110

0.95 0.5806 0.6975 0.7863 0.8526 0 8784
0.90 0.7981 0.8612 0.9043 0.9331 0.9430

select the upper 68.82% of the X measurements, i.e. , select all
Z ) M — O . 4 9 O S u x .
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In our example the orig inal population can be divided into 4 parts :

(1) Those who are accepted by screening and wou2d graduate ,
L

i.e., P{Y > L and X > — K
8
a
~
} — 68 — 0.654.

(2) Those who are rejected by screening but could have graduated ,

i.e., 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Note that these two add to y — P {Y > L }.

(3) Those who are accepted by screening but would not graduate ,

i.e., P{y c L and X — K6
a~

) — 8 — 68 0.034.

(4) Those who are rejected by screening and would have failed ,

i .e. ,  P {i < L and X < — K8
a }  — 1 — y — 8 + 68 — 0.216.

Note that these four proportions add to one .

This population is then divided into two populations, one of which

is accepted by screening :

those who would graduate are

P{Y ) L given X 
~ 

— — 6 — 0.95,
and those who would fail to graduate are

P{Y C L given K 
~ 

— K
8~x} — 1 - 6 0.05.

And the population which is rejected by screening:

those who could have graduated are

P{Y ) L given X < Ia~ 
- K

8
a }  LiB — 0.309,

and those who would fail to graduate are

p{Y C L given K < M
~ 

— — 
1 +68 

— 0.691.
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In the original population 25% fail to graduate , while in the

population selected by screening only 5% fail to graduate.

On the other hand ,in the rejected group 30.9% could have graduated.

Of course , the controversy in student selection procedures hinges on the

fact that there are those individuals in the rejected group who could

have graduated . There is no way to reduce this prop ortion to zero , and

all of the double talk in the literature about this does not change that

fact. The cutoff exists no matter how the issue is clouded and unless

all applicants axe accepted (and there is no selection) , the prop ortion

of rejected applicant s could have graduated.

Now it might be well to digress to remark that we have assumed

that we had a lower specification limit Wand a positive correlation. It

is no trick to modify these rules to include cases of an upper specifica-

tion limit and/or a negative correlation . The reader is referred to

Owen, et al. (1975) for the rules for doing so.

All of this has been done under the assumption that the parameters

of the bivariate normal distribution are known. This is comparable to

the Taylor—Russell tables but with the change that the goal is first set

and then the selection procedure is determined , rather than the other way

around.

The extension which we now have developed is to the cases where

the param eters of the biva riats distribution are unknown .

__________ ___________ _______________________________ _______________
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4. UNIC1~OWN PARAMETERS
I-

When par ameters are unknown, we proceed as follows :

(1) A preliminary sample of size n is obtained of paired values

(x1,y1
) .... (x~,y~ ) and the usual. estimators of the pares-

meters are computed . We have to assi~~~ that these pairs

come from a population which has not already been truncated

by selection, otherwise we have the problem of under estimated

correlation , among others .

(2) A lower 1O0i~% confidence limit on p is cce~ uted and called

p~ . If this is positive , we pr oceed to step (3) . If it is

negativ e,we have additiona l steps to undertake. For a

negative lower confidence limit we also compute an upper

confidence limit. If this is positive ,the procedure is

stopped,since in that case there is a good chance the cor-

relation is zero and nothing can be gained from the proce-

dure. If the upper limit on the correlation i~ also negative,

then a negativ, relationship between x and y is indicated

and the procedures for negativ, correlation given b~..Oven

et al. (1975) should be followed.

- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~
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(3) A lOOq% lower confidence limit on ~ — P {Y > L} is computed ,

and we label it

(4) Enter a table of the normal-conditioned on t-distribution

(Table II ) with parameters (and estimates ) degrees of free-

dom — n - 1p-~~~*~ ~~* 

~~ 
6.

(5) All product (or applicants) are acceptsd if

~~ 
- ~B

(6) We can then be l0O(2~—l) % sure that at least 1006% of the

Y’ s are above L in the selected population.

For ~~~~~ if a pre11min~ry sample of size 17 is taken and r — 0.94,

then choosing n - .95 we obtain a 95% lower confidence Limit on p to be

p * — 0.8558.

If k — (y — L)/s~ — 2.0 then a 95% lower confidence limit on y is

— 0.90.

We enter the normal—conditioned on t-table with (17,0.90, 0.8317,

0.95) for (n y, p, 6) and obtain t
8 

— 1.388. Our criterion is to

select all students for which X > - l.428s • Then in the selected
- x

group we can be at least 90% sure that at least 95% of the students will

be able to meet the graduation requirement.

If this screening is performed an a finit, group o~ , say, 14 students ,

then the distribution of students in that group follow the binomial law

with parameters 14 end S • The situation is very similar to what is called

prediction intervals in the literature , except that we say we are at

least 100 (2 vpl)Z sure that the probability of z or less students failing

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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TABLE II

Values of t
8 

for the Normal-conditioned on

t-distribution with S — 0.95 and n — 17

____ 0.7 0.75 0.80 0.85

0.80 0.130 0.292 0.445 0.591

0.85 0. 519 0.660 0.793 1.002

0.90 1.093 1.208 1.318 1.422

0.92 1.469 1.570 1.666 1.756

is at least that given by the binomial distribution . Hence, if N - 10

for the example above with an n • .95, then we are at least 90% sure

that the probability of zero failures in this group is 0.5999.

The proofs that the above procedures ~~ in fact accomplish what

is claimed for them are contained in papers by Oven and laddie (1976)

and Owen and Su ( 1977) . An extension to two-sided entrance criteria is

given by Li and Owen (1979) . Extensive tables for coms~~~ atisg the

various steps in the one-sided proc edure appear in Od.h and Owen (1979) .

5. THE NORMALITY kSSUI~ TI0N

One of the problems which was mentioned several times in our

survey of the literature above was the question on whether the measure-

ments really had a joint bivariate normal distribution. Hensler , Ilebrotra

and Michalek (1977) addressed the problem of testing altivariate normalit y

and, in particular , bivariate normality.

If the data should indicate that the variables are not normal , then

a transformation should be applied to the data in an att empt to achieve



normal variables. The John son System of curve s may be used in this

manner. See Johnson and Kotz (1970) . Of course , the Johnson System

is univa riate , but it app ears reasonable at this stage of development

to use the Johnson procedure on the marginals which appear to be non—

normal. It seems likely that this would then produce the joint biva ri-

ate normality which is required for using these procedures.

It is clear that the use of these screening procedures has many

pitfalls when used to screen pros pective students and all potential users

should be aware of the concerns outlined in Section 2 • The point is that

screenin g does occur and hence there is a need to study its effects .

Among problems not addressed in this paper are: (a) the estimate of the

correlation coefficient may be avai lable only from a selected group, and

not the entire population. Lawley (1943—44) gives formulas for computing

the effect on the parameters, but we do not know what the effect is on

th. lower confidenc. limit of the corr elation coefficient; (b) the proce-

dure for unknown parameters may not be viable in a situation where only

limited niabers of students are available. There is a tradeoff between

the pool of applicants and the size of student body selected . If the

pool is much bigger than the groups to be selected then these procedures

are viable . However , if the pool is only moderately bigger than the

selected group then the procedures with unkno wn parameters are probably

not viable.

All of this is to suggest that it is time the problems of selection

were given more study.
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